Our Summer 2021
Reading is Delicious Recommended Reads

**Adult SUGGESTED TITLES**

*How to Be an Anti-Racist*
Ibram X. Kendi

*Hunger: A Memoir of (My) Body*
Roxane Gay

*Hidden Valley Road: Inside the Mind of an American Family*
Robert Kolker

*Taco USA: How Mexican Food Conquered America*
Gustavo Arellano

*The Kitchen Counter Cooking School*
Kathleen Flinn

*Notes from a Young Black Chef*
Kwame Onwuachi

*Fresh Off the Boat*
Eddie Huang

*Me and Patsy Kickin’ Up Dust*
Loretta Lynn

*The House in the Caribbean Sea*
TJ Klune

*Ayinsha at Last*
Uzma Jalaluddin

*Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and Fortune*
Roselle Lim

*The Water Dancer*
Ta-Nehisi Coates

*The Southern Book Club’s Guide to Slaying Vampires*
Grady Hendrix

*On What Grounds*
Cleo Coyle

*When in Doubt, Add Butter*
Beth Harbison

*Interior Chinatown*
Charles Yu

*Live and Let Chia*
Bree Baker

*The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek*
Kim Michele Richardson

*The Wedding Date*
Jasmine Guillory

*The Overstory*
Richard Powers

*Leave the World Behind*
Rumaan Alam

*The Ten Thousand Doors of January*
Alix E. Harrow

*This is How You Lose the Time War*
Amal El-Mohtar and Max Gladstone

*An Absolutely Remarkable Thing*
Hank Green

**TEEN SUGGESTED TITLES**

*Hungry Hearts*
Elise Chapman and Caroline Tung Richmond

*On the Come Up*
Angie Thomas

*I Love You So Mochi*
Sarah Kuhn

*Darius the Great is Not Okay*
Adib Khorram

*There’s Someone Inside Your House*
Stephanie Perkins

*Check, Please! Volume 1*
Ngozi Ukazu

*With the Fire on High*
Elizabeth Acevedo

*The Music of What Happens*
Bill Konigsberg

*Little & Lion*
Brandy Colbert

*Bloom*
Kevin Panetta and Savanna Ganucheau

*Felix Ever After*
Kacen Callender

*Meal*
Blue Delliquanti and Soleil Ho
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Preschool

**SUGGESTED TITLES**

- **A Big Mooncake for Little Star**
  Grace Lin
- **Our Little Kitchen**
  Jillian Tamaki
- **Fry Bread**
  Kevin Noble Maillard
- **Thank You, Omu!**
  Oge Mora
- **You Matter**
  Christian Robinson
- **Bilal Cooks Daal**
  Aisha Saeed
- **Pokko and the Drum**
  Matthew Porsythe
- **The Watermelon Seed**
  Greg Pizzoli
- **Amy Wu and the Perfect Bao**
  Kat Zhang; illustrated by Charlene Chau
- **Natsumi’s Song of Summer**
  Robert Paul Weston; illustrated by Misa Saburi
- **The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry, and the Big Hungry Bear**
  Don Wood; with Audrey Wood
- **I am a Cat**
  Galia Bernstein

**Nonfiction**

- **Hey, Water!***
  Antoinette Portis
- **Farmer Will Allen and the Growing Table**
  Jacqueline Briggs Martin; illustrated by Eric-Shabazz Larkin
- **The Complete Baking Book for Young Chefs**
  America’s Test Kitchen

*School Age

**SUGGESTED TITLES**

- **From the Desk of Zoe Washington**
  Janae Marks
- **Slider**
  Pete Hautman
- **Jasmine Toguchi, Mochi Queen**
  Debbi Michiko Florence
- **A Good Kind of Trouble**
  Lisa Moore Ramee
- **The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora**
  Pablo Cartaya
- **Stand Up, Yumi Chung**
  Jessica Kim
- **Stef Soto, Taco Queen**
  Jennifer Torres
- **Mouse Soup**
  Arnold Lobel
- **I Really Like Slop!***
  Mo Willems
- **The Best Chef in Second Grade**
  Katharine Kenah; illustrated by Abby Carter
- **Free Lunch*!**
  Rex Ogle
- **The Fruits We Eat**
  Gail Gibbons

*Nonfiction